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Abstract 
Krivine, J.-L., A general storage theorem for integers in call-by-name /I-calculus, Theoretical 
Computer Science 129 (1994) 79994. 
The notion of storage operator introduced in J.-L. Krivine, 1991, 1990 appears to be an important 
tool in the study of data types in second-order i-calculus. These operators are I-terms which 
simulate call by value in the call-by-name strategy, and they can be used in order to modelize 
assignment instructions. The main result about storage operators is that there is a very simple 
second-order type for them, using Giidel’s “not-not translation” of classical into intuitionistic logic. 
We give here a new and simpler proof of a strengthened version of this theorem, which contains all 
previous result in intuitionistic and in classical logic (J.-L. Krivine, 1990, 1992), and gives rise to new 
“storage theorems”. Morever, this result has a simple and intuitive meaning, in terms of realizability. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with the “call-by-name” A-calculus (cf. [14]), i.e. I-calculus in 
which the strategy of reduction is the “weak head reduction”, which consists in 
reducing only the head redex, until the A-term begins by a A. Thus, the rule for 
“call-by-name” reduction is: 
(Ax u)tt, . tl&-+ u[t/x]t, . . . tk. 
We consider a second-order type assignment system for this A-calculus, in which types 
are formulas of second-order predicate logic. Such a type system has already been 
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used in [9,4,8]. It allows to get i-terms from proofs in second-order intuitionistic 
logic, by means of the well known CurryyHoward isomorphism. 
The notion of storage operator defined in [6,5] appears as an important tool in the 
study of this second-order call-by-name A-calculus. They are closed /l-terms which 
allow, for a given data type (the type of integers, for example), to simulate call by value 
in the call-by-name strategy. In [S] was proved a “storage theorem” for intuitionistic 
logic; it asserts that the formula Vx[lInt(x)+lZnt*(x)] (where Znt(x) is the defini- 
tion of integers in second-order logic, and * stands for Giidel’s translation; cf. Section 
2) is a specification for storage operators on integers in second-order intuitionistic 
logic. This theorem can be generalized to other data types (cf. [lo, 111). 
In [7], this storage theorem was extended to the case of second-order classical logic 
(the idea of using storage operators in classical logic is due to Parigot [13] who found 
that they can decode integers obtained from classical proofs). 
Our method in order to obtain L-terms from proofs in second-order classical logic is 
very simple: we only add a new J--constant, denoted by c, with the declaration 
c:VX(llX-+X). In this way, classical proofs, considered as intuitionistic proofs 
with the axiom VX(ll X-+X), give i-terms with the constant c inside. Now, for such 
j--terms, we extend the weak head reduction strategy with the following rule of 
reduction: 
ctt, . . t,-+(t)Axxtl . . t,. 
This is a particular case of a rule given by Felleisen [l] for control operators. 
Indeed, this new instruction c allows to introduce in A-terms, mechanisms of “escape” 
which are much used in real programming languages, particularly in order to handle 
errors. 
Examples of such instructions are Call/cc in SCHEME, and setjmp, longjmp in 
the C language. 
The idea of using classical logic in order to give types to “escape” instructions is due 
to Griffin [3]. 
In the present paper, we prove a general semantic property (Theorem 4.1) for any 
E--term T with type Vx[lZnt(x)+lZnt*(x)]. This “storage property” can be ex- 
pressed intuitively as follows: 
T turns any program 4 which can only accept as input an integer which is already 
computed, into a program Tc$ which accepts an integer in anyform (and gives the same 
result as 4). 
This property appears to be a good mathematical modelization of the simulation of 
call-by-value inside the call-by-name strategy. Indeed, the term T can only do this job 
by first computing the integer, before giving it, as an input, to the program 4. 
As corollaries of this result, we get new and simpler proofs of the storage theorems 
for intuitionistic and classical logic, and also stronger forms of these theorems, which 
do not seem to be obtainable by the methods of [5,7]. 
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2. Definitions and notations 
2.1. Formulas 
We consider a second-order language 9, the logical symbols of which are I, +, V. 
There are individual (or first-order) variables x, y, . . , and predicate (or second-order) 
variables X, Y, . . . of each arity. There may be function symbols of any arity; 
in particular, a constant symbol 0, and a unary function symbol s (for successor). 
For simplicity, we shall assume there is no predicate symbol (i.e. predicate constant) 
except 1. 
The terms of 9 (built, in the usual way, with first-order variables and function 
symbols) will be called Y-terms in order not to confuse them with i-terms. The set of 
closed T-terms (i.e. without variables) will be denoted by y-. 
Equality is defined: x = y is the formula VX(Xx+Xy) where X is a unary predicate 
variable. 
The formula 1 F is, by definition, F -+ I. The formula 3xF is 1 Vx 1 F. We shall 
use the notation A, B-+C for A+(B+C). 
The formula Int(x) is VX[Vy(Xy+Xsy), X0-+Xx], and reads “x is an integer”. 
The Giidel translation of a formula F of 3 is, by definition, the formula F* obtained 
by replacing, in F, each atomic formula, except I, with its negation. For example, the 
formula Znt*(x) is VX[Vy(iXy-+iXsy),iXO+iXx]. 
Let B be a set of equations, i.e. formulas of the form t = u where t, u are .9-terms. 8 is 
called a system ofequations,for integers if 9’ contains the symbol of constant 0 and the 
symbol of unary function s, and, for any .P’-term t, and any kEN: 
l st = 0 is not an equational consequence of 8; 
0 if st = ski ' 0 is an equational consequence of 6, so is t = skO. 
Notice that 8 is clearly a system of equations for integers. 
Let 8 be a system of equations of 9’. On the set y of closed terms of 3, we define 
an equivalence relation =r. as follows: t hg u if and only if t=u is an equational 
consequence of 8. 
The quotient set 5-/ =A will be denoted by &. It is easy to check that r8 is a model 
of 6, when function symbols are interpreted in the canonical way. 
If HEN, the integer n of r6 is, by definition, the equivalence class of the term ~“0, for 
the equivalence relation Ed. 
If & is a set of equations for integers, then the integers of & are distinct. 
Furthermore, if tE& is such that st is an integer of &, then t itself is an integer of &. 
2.2. A-terms 
We denote by /1 the set of J.-terms, modulo a-equivalence, and by ^y_ the set of 
A-variables. If t, UEA, we denote by (t)u, or tu, or t.u, the application of t to U; and by 
(t)ul . . . uk, or tul . . . ukeluk, or t.ul . . uk- l.uk, the i-term ( . . . ((t)ul) . . uk_1)uk. 
A substitution is a map c: -Y-‘+A, where V is any subset of -Y-. It has a canonical 
extension (which we shall denote also by a) into a map c: A+/i, defined in the usual 
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way. When -Y-l is a finite set (x1, . . . . xk} of variables, and GXi = ti, the substitution B is 
also denoted by [tJx,, . . . . t,JxJ; and, for any tEA, ot is denoted then by 
$t1lx1, ‘~~,hh4. 
The weak head reduction (called call-by-name in [14]), is a binary relation on A, 
which will be denoted by >; it is defined as the least reflexive and transitive relation 
on LI such that 
(ixu)tt, . . . tk >u[t/x]tl . . . tk for any keN, u, t,tI, . . . . tkEA. 
A subset X of il is called saturated if teX, t’>t A t’EX. In other words, X is 
saturated if and only if: 
u[t/x]tl . . . &EX * (2XU)Ul . . . t,gX for any kENi, u, t,tI, . . . . @A. 
If X,~ELI, then we define (X-#/)&/1 as {tEA; tuECV for every UEX}. Clearly, 
(X-GY) is saturated for every saturated Y. 
2.3. Models 
A n-model J%?’ is composed of the following data: 
l A set %,# of saturated subsets of A, called the truth values set of JZ, with the 
following properties: 
(i) if Xc/l and ?/E~R, then (X+SY)E%,,; 
(ii) any intersection of elements of %_& is in %,K; (it follows that AE%.,: take the 
void intersection). 
Note that condition (i) may be replaced by 
(i’) if te/i and ~vE%,~ then ({t}+g)E%,,. 
l A fixed element of %,#, denoted by (I I.#. 
A A-model _.,&’ is called standard or intuitionistic if %,, is the set of all saturated 
subsets of A. 
A formula of 2 with parameters in A is an expression of the form 
FC@JX1, . ..> Qk/Xk], where F is a formula of 9, Xi a predicate variable of arity Izi, 
and @i: Yti-+%.x for 1 <id k (the functions pi are the parameters of the formula). 
For each closed formula F of 9, possibly with parameters, in J%‘, we define its value 
in the model A!‘, which is an element of SVK, denoted by 1 F I.#. This is done, by 
induction on F, in the following way. 
IfFisatomic,thenF-@(tl ,..., t,)withtl ,..., t,,EF-, or F = I. In both cases, I FI.4 is 
defined in an evident way. 
- If FEG+H, then lFl,,~=lGI.R +If&. 
_ If F=VxG, then IFI,&= r){lG[t/x]l.,(; tEY->. 
_ If FEVXG, X being a predicate variable of arity k, then IFI,@= r){IG[@/X]l.& 
@3-jWI,}. 
When tElFI,#, we say that t realizes theformula F in A (notation t 11-F in J%‘). 
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2.4. Typed terms 
We shall consider typed terms i.e. expressions of the following form: 
x,:A 1, . , xk : A, t, z: A, where A,, . . . , Akr A are formulas of 3, xi, . . . , xk are ;l-vari- 
ables, r is a i-term, and B a system of equations for integers. The rules of construction 
of typed terms are as follows ([4,8,9]): 
(1) x,:A,, . . . . Xk:A&,q xi:A. 
(2) Ifx,:A1,...,xk:Ak, x:AL,r:B, then xl:A1,...,xk:Aktt,Ix 2:A+B. 
(3) Ifx,:Al,...,xk:Akt-~~:A~B, ?:A then x,:A,,...,x~:A~~~zz’:B. 
(4) If x,:A,,...,xk:Akt8~:VxA, then xl:A,,...,x,:AktC~:A[t/x] for every L?- 
term t. 
(5) If xl:A1,...,_ k. x A,k8,z:A, then x,:A,,...,x~:A~I-~B:VXA, if x is a first-order 
variable which does not appear in AI, . , Ak. 
(6) If x,:A,,...,x~:A~~~T:VXA, then x,:A,,...,x~:A~I-~;ss:A[F/X~~ . . . y,,] (X is 
a predicate variable of arity rr, F is any formula; A[F/Xy, . . . y,,] is the formula 
obtained by replacing, in A, each atomic formula Xt, . . . t, by F[t,/y,, . . . . t,/yn]). 
(7) If x,:A1,...,xk:Akt65:A, then xI:AI,...,xk:Akk8~:VXA, if X is a predicate 
variable which does not appear in AI, . . . . A,. 
(8) If x,:Ai, . . . . xk:Akk8.t:A[t/x], then xl:A1,..., xk:AkkJ~:A[u/x], if t=u is an 
equational consequence of b. 
These are the rules for second-order intuitionistic logic. 
Lemma 2.1 (Adequacy lemma). Zf x1 : AI, . . . , xk: A,)-, t: A is a typed term, where 
A 1, . . . . Ak, A are closed formulas of 9, and if J! is a A-model, then, for every 
~IEIAII.,~, . . ..uk~IAkl..~, we have tCu~/x~, ...,GdG4./c. 
The proof is postponed to the appendix. It is not really necessary for a first reading, 
because of the following remark. 
Remark 2.2. In fact, we shall never use precisely the rules of construction of typed 
terms, but only the property expressed by the adequacy lemma. Therefore, in all what 
follows, we could indeed as well define a typed term as an expression 
xI:AI ,..., xk:A,k,t:A, where A, AI ,..., Ak are closed formulas of 2, such that, for 
every A-model JZY, if u~EIA~I,~(, . . .. uk~lAkl.e, then t[u,/xl, . . . . u,/x,]~lAI.~~. 
3. The R,-reduction 
In the following, we shall consider a system & of equations for integers, a A-model 
JV and some fixed OE'??? , .
If t, UEA, and in N, we define X(t, u, ~)GA by induction on i: 
0 X(t,u,O)=jn&4; unEo}-ro; 
l X(t,u,i+l)={nEA: t[nEO for each [EX(t,u,i)}+O. 
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We set X(t, U, a)=/1 for every aey8 which is not an integer of y8. Clearly, 
X(t,u,a)~%_,- for every t,uEA, UEF~. 
Lemma 3.1. For every t, ~GA we have ueX(t,u,O) and teIVy[X(t,u,y)-+X(t, u,sy)]l_,-. 
Proof. Let Y(u) = (YEA; u~EO). Then, clearly, UE( Y(u)-+O) = X(t, u, 0). 
Let igY&; we have to show that t~(X(t, U, i)-+X(t, U, si)). This is clear if i is not an 
integer of y6, because neither is si (by the properties of 6), and, therefore, 
X(t, U, si) = A. 
Now, if i is an integer of &, let 2(&u, i)= {q; t[ycO for each c~X(t, u, i)>. Let 
c~X(t, U, i); we have to show that t[~X(t, u, i+ l), that is q~Z(t, u, i)*t[qEO. But this 
is clear by definition of Z(t, U, i). 0 
It follows from this lemma that (~)~ueX(t, u, i), for every t, UE~ and in N; therefore, 
X(t,u,u)#O for any t, u~/i, uE%. 
Let Y be the set of A-variables, with a given enumeration. Let w be an infinite 
subset of ^Y- such that V--w is also infinite. Let (tk, uk, ok, nk)k3 1 be a one-to-one 
enumeration of A3 x N. 
We define, by induction, a sequence (bk)k& of distinct elements of ^ly-: b,, is the first 
element of $V; b,,, is the first element of “w, which is different from b,, . . . . bk, and 
which does not appear in ti, Ui, tli( 1 < if k + 1). 
Let GJ= {bk; kENi). For k3 1, we set: 
6(bk) = tk, ‘h@k)=Uk> X@k)=% n(bk)= nk, ht(b,) = k. 
In this way, we have defined five functions of domain 2S0 = 93 - {b,}; ht(b) will be 
called the height of the variable b. For every u~/l, we define ht(u) to be the maximum 
of ht(b) for all free variables b of u, bE@,,(ht(u)=O if u contains no variables in go). 
Let us notice that the map bk+(tk, uk, vk, nk) is one to one from a0 onto A3 x N; and 
that the only variables of 98 which appear in tk, uk, vk are amongst bO, . . . . bk_ 1, by 
definition of g. 
Now, let n be a fixed integer. A substitution 0: {b,, . . . . bkj-+A will be called 
n-suitable if: 
aboElInt(n)I<,- and abiEX(a~bi, a$bi, ~bi) for 1 <i< k. 
A substitution a:%+n will be called n-suitable if: 
obOEIZnt(n)l_,- and abeX(@b, a$b,xb) for every bESTI,. 
Lemma 3.2. Every n-suitable substitution CJ : {b,, . . . , bk} -+ A can be extended into an 
n-suitable substitution 6 : &?+A. 
Proof. We already know that X(t, u, i) #@, and obOE(Znt(n)(.,.. We define 6bj= abj for 
0 <j< k; for j> k, the definition of ~bj is done by induction on j, by choosing 
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abj EX(a@bj, ~*bj, ~bj). Notice that the only variables of g which appear in 4bj, $bj 
are taken among bO, . .., bj_l; therefore o~bj, o*bj are already defined, and SO is 
X(a~bj, C$bj, Zbj). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let CJ be an n-suitable substitution on 99, bcWO, and <EX(o@b, a$b, rcb). 
Then, there is an n-suitable substitution (T’ on 99, such that o’b= c and o’4b =o~$b, 
o’$b = rs$b, a’xb = axb. 
Proof. Let k 3 1 be such that b = b,; we first define 0’ on {b,, . . . , bk} by setting 
cr’bi= abi for O< i< k, and g’bk= [. Then 0’ is clearly an n-suitable substitution on 
{b,, , bk}. By Lemma 3.2, we extend it into an n-suitable substitution, also denoted 
by c+, defined on the whole of 8’. We have cr’b= [, by construction of u’. And also 
a’$b= a4b because the only variables of ?J which appear in #b are among 
b ,,, , . . , bk- 1. The same apply to $b, Xb. 17 
We now define a binary relation on A, which we call R,-reduction, and denote by 
>R,. It is the least reflexive and transitive relation, such that 
(Ixu)tt, . . . tk > R,u[t/x]tl . . . tk, for every kgN and u,t,t,, . . . . @A; 
bw >R, ($b)w, if WE~, and bEBO is such that x(6)=0; 
bw >R, (4b)b’w if WE~, and beg0 is such that 1 <n(b) dn- 1; b’ is the single 
variable in g0 such that 4(b’)= 4(b), $(b’)= $(b), x(b’)= w, n(b’)=rc(b)- 1; 
b0 tuu >R, tbv, where b is the single variable in 5?,, such that 4(b)= t, G(b)= u, 
X(b) = v, z(b) = n - 1; t, u, v are arbitrary A-terms. 
Theorem 3.4. Let egA be such that aeE0 for every substitution o on 9?. Zf EEA is such 
that E >R,e, then oE~0 for every n-suitable substitution c on 99. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the R,-reduction E >R, e. The result 
is clear if E = e. Let us consider now the first rule of R,-reduction which is applied in 
the R,-reduction of E: 
(1) E=(Axu)ttl . . . tk; by the induction hypothesis, we have o{u[t/x] tl . . . tk) ~0, for 
every n-suitable substitution CJ on 8. Therefore, oE =D{(~x u)tt, . . . tk}EO, since 0 is 
saturated. 
(2) E=bw with bEBO,z(b)=O. By the induction hypothesis, we have g(($b)w)EO, 
that is o$b.awEO, for every n-suitable substitution CJ on 98. But obEX(oq5b, o$b, 0), by 
definition of an n-suitable substitution, since zb=O. Therefore, (ob)qEO, for every 
v] such that (c$b)qEO. If we take y=ow, we get ab.owEO, that is oE~0. 
(3) E = bw, with bEg’,, z(b)= i, 1 <i<n- 1. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
a’((+b)b’w)EO for every n-suitable substitution (T’ on @. Therefore, cfq5b.a’b’.cfwEO. 
Moreover, we have 4(b’) = 4(b), +(b’) = $(b), X(b’) = w and z(b’) = i - 1. 
Suppose now that B is an n-suitable substitution on 9?. Let [ be an arbitrary element 
of X(@b’, a$b’, i- 1). By Lemma 3.3, there exists an n-suitable substitution 0’ on 
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98 such that o’b’ = {, o’$b’ = a4b’, a’$b’ = a$b’, o’xb’ = oxb’. Since #b’) = 4(b), we have 
o’4b = o@b. From x(b’) = w, we obtain C’W = GW. Therefore o’+b.o’b’.o’w = a4b.<.aw, 
and it follows that cr$b.[.aweO. And this is true for every [eX(o4b’,a$b’, 
i - 1) = X(a4b, a$b, i - 1) (because 4b’ = db, $b’ = IC/b). On the other hand, since CJ is an 
n-suitable substitution, and z(b) = i, we have obeX(@b, o$b, i). 
From the definition of X(t, u, i) for i> 1, it follows that (ob)nEO for every SEA such 
that (a4b)iyEO for every [eX(o&b, o$b, i- 1). If we take q=aw, we obtain ob.owEO, 
in other words oE = a(bw)EO. 
(4) E = b&u; by the induction hypothesis, we have a’(tbu)EO for each n-suitable 
substitution CJ’ on 99. Here, beg,,, rc(b)=n-1, +(b)=t, $(b)=u, x(b)=u. 
Now, let c be an n-suitable substitution on a, and i an arbitrary element of 
X(ot, ou, n- 1) =X(CJ~~, o$b, rc(b)). By Lemma 3.3, there exists an n-suitable substitu- 
tion 0’ on 98 such that o’b=[, o’t=at, o’u=ou, o’v=ov. Thus, 
o’(tbv) =o’t.a’b.o’v=at.[.av and it follows that at.[.aveO; and this is true for every 
[EX(ot,au,n- 1). But, by the fact that g is n-suitable, we have aboE]Int(n)],, , and, 
therefore, ab,,E 1 Vy[X(at, ou, y) +X(at, CJU, sy)], X(ot, ou, 0) +X(ot, ou, n) I_,.. On the 
other hand, by Lemma 3.1, we know that cMX(ot, cm, 0) and 
Ott (Vy[X(ot, ou, y) +X(ot, ou, sy)] (_, . It follows that abO.ot.ouEX(ot, CJU, n). By def- 
inition of X(at,ou,n), we have abO.ot.cru.nEO, for every VEX, such that (at)[nEO for 
each cEX(ot, ou, n - 1). Therefore, by taking q = DV, it follows that ab,.ot.au.ao~O, 
that is oE=o(b,,tuv)EO. 0 
A subset %t^c A will be said R,-saturated if tE%“, t’ Z R, t = t’ET^. 
Lemma 3.5. For every model A? such that I IJ,x is R,-saturated, we have 
Wont* IvK. 
Proof. Assume that t~(Vy(lXy-+lXsy)I,,, UE)~XOI_~, uE(Xnl,,. We have to 
show that b,tuuE ( I (.tI. Let us first show that, for every bE@,, such that #b= t, cC/b= u 
and n(b) = i(O<i<n- I), we have bE I lXi\,,; this will be done by induction on i. 
If n(b) = 0, we have bw >R, uw. But, if WE/XOI,,, then uw~lll,,, and therefore 
(since I I I.# is R,-saturated) bwe / I I.&. Thus be 11 XOI.4. 
If n(b)=i(ldi<n-l), we have bw>,,,tb’w, with b’EgO, $(b’)=4(b)=t, 
$(b’) =$(b) =u and rt(b’) =i- 1. By the induction hypothesis, we get 
b’E (lX(i- 1) I,&, and therefore tb’E IlXil,,. Thus, if WE IXi(,,ll, we have tb’wE I -L I.#; 
since I I I.# is R,-saturated, it follows that bwE 1 I I,#, and finally, bE 11 XiJ,I. 
Now botuu>Rntbv with 4(b) = t, ti(b) = u and rt(b) = n- 1. By what has just been 
proved, we have be ) 1 X(n - 1) I,&. Therefore tbs I 1 Xn I ,K. Since DE ( Xn I _,(, we obtain 
thug I I I,K. Therefore b,tuvg / I I .# because ) I I,# is R,-saturated. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let d be a system of equations for integers, ne_N, T a A-term such that 
k8T:lZnt(n)+~Int*(n), and f a variablee-llr-S?. Then there exists c(,EA, 
c~,=~,If/Zxf”x (or, possibly, c(,,N~~xx ifn= 1) such that Tfb,ZR, fee,,. 
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Proof. Let A! be a standard model of & such that 1 I I,# = {LEA; t >R, fa for some 
z =B n or cx ‘v B Ax x if n = l}. Since A? is a standard model, we have, by Lemma 4.4 
below, IZnt(n)I_,c{aEA; CI=~~} if n#l, and IInt(l)J,,E{aeA; ~7~~1 or ~r=~ Lxx}. 
In either case, it follows that f~IlInt(n)I.~. Since, by the adequacy Lemma 2.1, 
TE 11 Int (n) +i Int* (n) I ,I() we have TIE IlInt* I.#. But, by Lemma 3.5, 
bog IZnt* (n) I,#, because I I I.# is R,-saturated. Therefore Tfbog I I I,@, and this is the 
desired result. q 
Definition 3.7. If t,T:-~lnt(n)+llnt*(n) with ncN, the i-term c(,, defined in 
Lemma 3.6 will be called the T-value of the integer n. We define Val(T, n) GA as Val(T, 
n) = {aa,; a substitution on k%_~{ f} }. If nEF is not an integer of Fd, we define 
Val( T, n) = 8. 
Lemma 3.8. Let a be a substitution on Y -39. Then, there exists an extension of a into 
a substitution a’, dejned on the whole of ^Y-, such that a’bo= bO, and, for every 
T, UEA, T>,,,U =S a’T>Rna’U. 
Proof. We define a’b, by induction on k: a’bo = b,; a’b, for k 2 1 is the single variable 
be%?,, such that 4b = a’4bk, $b = a’$bk, ;Cb = a’xb,, rtb = 7cbk. Notice that the heights of 
#bk, $bkr xbk are <k, so that a’$bk, a’$bk, a’xbk are already defined. 
Thus, we have 4a’b = a’4b, $a’b = a’ll/b, xa’b = a’xb and na’b = nb for every bEB0. 
We prove that T>Rn U == a’T>,tia’U by induction on the length of the R,-reduction 
T>,,, U. 
If T= (Ax u)tt, . tk, one step of R,-reduction gives the A-term T, = u[t/x]tl . . . tk. By 
the induction hypothesis, we have a’T, >Rna’U, and, clearly, a’T>a’T,. Thus 
a’T>,na’U. 
If T=bw with bEBO, rcb=O, then one step of R,-reduction gives the I-term 
T1 = $b.w. The induction hypothesis gives a’T, >Rna’U. We have a’T= a’b.a’w >R, 
$a’b.a’w = a’tjb.a’w = a’Tl. Therefore a’T>Rma’U. 
If T= bw with bE&10 and 16 zb d n - 1, then we set T1 = (db)b’w, where b/ES?,, is 
determined by the conditions $b’ = #b, $b’ = $b, xb’ = w and zb’ = zb - 1. The induc- 
tion hypothesis gives a’Ti >RnafU. But a’T= a’b.a’w >R,$a’b.b”.afw, with b”EB,, 
such that @” = $a’b, $b” = $a’b, xb” = a’w and rtb“ = na’b - 1. It follows that b” = a‘b’, 
since $a’b’ = a’@’ = a’+b = $a’b; $a’b’ = a’$b’ = a’lC/b = $a’b; Xa’b’ = a’xb’ = a’w; and 
za’b’ = 7rb’ = zb - 1 = za’b - 1. Thus, a’T>Rn$a’b.a’b’.a’w = a’4b.a’b’.a’w = a’T,, and, 
eventually a’T>R,,a’U. 
If T= botuv, one step of R,-reduction gives the A-term T1= tbv. We have 
a/T, =a’t.a’b.a’v. But b is the variable of 9?,, defined by 4b= t, $b=u, xb=v, 
nb =n- 1; by definition of a’, we have a’bEgO, 4a’b =a’t, $a’b =a’~, xa’b= a’v, 
za’b = n - 1. It follows that a’T= bOa’t.a’u.a’v >R,,a’Tl. By the induction hypothesis, 
we get a’T, >Rna’U, and it follows that a’T>R,a’U. 0 
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4. Storage theorems 
We can now prove a general result about the behaviour of A-terms of type 
1ht(x)+1Znt*(x). 
Theorem 4.1 (General storage theorem). Suppose that 6 is a set of equations for 
integers, n is a 2’-term, JV is a A-model and OE%_, . Then 
(i) ZfF8T:~Znt(n)-+~Znt*(n), then T~~(Vul(T,n)+O)-,(Znt(n)-+O)~~, 
(ii) Zf k-,T:Vx[iZnt(x)+iZnt*(x)], then T~~Vx[(Vul(T,x)+0)-, 
Unt(x)+0)1/.~-. 
Remark 4.2. The intuitive meaning of this theorem, when n is an integer of &, is as 
follows: let T be a A-term of type Vx[lZnt (x)+lZnt*(x)]; for example, 
T=~f3.x(x)Ahig(h)gosuc.AggO.f; which is given by the simplest proof of 
Vx[lZnt (x)+lZnt*(x)]; sue is a A-term for the successor, and 0 is the composition 
operator (fo g=Ax(f) (9)x). 
Then, by Lemma 3.6, to each nE N, is associated a E.-term c(,, N B n, which is a kind of 
computed value which we called the T-value of n (for the above example, CL, is suc”0). 
Notice that, from the point of view of computation, all A-terms CM,,, for any substitu- 
tion D, are equivalent to a,; indeed, free variables in CI, are dummy variables since CI, is 
b-equivalent to a closed term. It follows that the I-terms we substitute for them are 
never computed in the call-by-name strategy. 
Now, let 4 be a E.-term which can only handle integers in the reduced form a, (or 
ccl,,, for any substitution 0). This means that we know the behavior of 4 only on these 
integers; this is expressed by the fact that 4~ 1 Vul(T, n)+Oi. 
Then T@ will be able to handle any “general” integer n, i.e. any A-term which 
realizes Znt (n), and it will have the same behavior as 4. This is expressed by the fact 
that T# will realize Znt (n) +O. 
Clearly, T can only accomplish this by first computing the T-value CI, of the general 
integer n, before giving it, as an argument, to the program 4. This is exactly the 
simulation of call by value in the head reduction (call-by-name) strategy. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) We first suppose that n is an integer. Let 
4~ 1 Val(T, n)+Ol_,-, 0~ IZnt(n) I.,.. We have to show that T@EO. We first remark that 
the set ?Vof variables can be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore, we can assume that no 
variable of YV, and thus of &?u{f}, has a free occurrence in 4. By Lemma 3.6, we have 
Tfb,, > &cI,. Let co be the substitution [4/f] defined on -Y- - 99, and ah its extension 
defined in Lemma 3.8. Then, by Lemma 3.8, ob(Tfb,) > R,c&(f~,), that is 
T@o > R, &CM,. 
Now, for any substitution c on g, we have a($.~+,) =gi.a’cr,, where cr’=aoob is 
a substitution. Therefore cr(4.o&,) ~0, because 4~ I Vul(T, n) +O 1, .. By Theorem 3.4, 
we deduce that ~(Tc&,) ~0 for every n-suitable substitution (T on %J. We choose 0 such 
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that a(&,) = 0 (by means of Lemma 3.2, in which we set k =O), and eventually, we get 
T@O. 
Suppose now that n is not an integer. Then Vul(T,n) =8, so that 
) P’aI(T,n)--+O\., =A. Thus, if 4 is any A-term, and O~llnt(n)),, , we have to show that 
T@O. 
Let A be the standard model such that / J_l,ac=O. Since n is not an integer of &, 
and ,H is standard, it follows, by Lemma 4.4 below, that IZnt(n)jVM=!& Therefore 
4~ 11 Int (n) 1 ,I[. By the adequacy lemma, we have TE 11 Znt (n) 41 Int* (n) I _&, and it 
follows that TIE 11 Znt* (n) I .x. 
We now show that 0~ / iZnt* (n)l.#; the result will follow, since we get 
Tc$fl~lI),,=O. Let 6 be an arbitrary function Ya+s,ac. We have to prove that 
eE j vy (Zy+Zsy), E’O-E’ nl,4, with E-Iv= (Eq-+O) for every KEYS. But, since OE~,,-, 
we have E;“’ ~E!R,- for every ~IEY~, and the desired result follows from the fact that 
f3EIZnt(n)j,,.= IVX[Vy(Xy-+Xsy), XO+Xn]I., . 
(ii) Immediate from (i), by definition of IVx[( Vul(T, x) +O) +(Znt (x) -O)] I.+-. 0 
We obtain, as corollaries of Theorem 4.1, the storage theorems for intuitionistic 
logic [S] and for classical logic [7], and some strengthening of them (Theorems 4.3, 
4.6 and 4.8). 
Theorem 4.3 (Storage theorem for intuitionistic logic). Zf kJ T: 1 Int (n)+i Int* (n), 
nEN,f is a variable, and 0~~12, then TftI>jIocc, for some substitution c, 6, being the 
T-value of n. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.1(i), taking for M a standard model. We set 0 = {tEA; 
t>Jm, for some substitution c}. From this definition of 0, it follows that 
f~ ( Vul(T, n)+O I.$.. From Theorem 4.1, we deduce that TIE (Int (n)+O I,+-. But, since 
f3~~ n, the following lemma shows that QE IZnt (n)l,,-, and therefore Tf 0sO. 0 
Lemma 4.4. lf 8-, Afixf” x, neN, then 6~ (Znt (n)I,-,for every model N. Conversely, 
if ~2’ is a standard model and 0~ I Int (u) I .* (UE T), then u ‘vG ~“0 for some nE N, and 
O~~Af;lxf”x (or, possibly, ifn= 1, ~N~Axx). 
Proof. Let & IVy((zy-+Z”~y)/~+ and MEMO with E:&+~_,-. We have to show that 
B&cSn. Let J a be i-variables not in 8. Since 8-, Aflxf” x, we have Ofa > ft,; 
t, >ftn - 1; . . . ; tz >ftl; tl > a. Since the weak head reduction is compatible with 
subsitution, we deduce that % ~CC > $J tk; t; > cj tb- I ; . . . ; t; > #I t;; t; > cx, where 
tj = ti[~/f) a/a]. By induction on i, we show that ti+ 1 EZ~, for 0 < i < n. This is clear for 
i =O, since ZO is saturated. If t:EE(i - l), then 4t:~Z-i and therefore, t:+ 1 E%, because Ei 
is saturated (1 di<n). Thus tkEZ(n- l), so that &EZn, and t!h$ccEEn, by saturation 
of En. 
Conversely, let Q~lInt(u)J.~. We define E:FJ+s., by E(v)=@ if IJ$Q skO for any 
keN; E(s~O)={~EA; tzBfka},fand a being variables not in 8. Then adz, and 
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.f~IVy(E(y)-+E(sy))l., (indeed, if VEY is not an integer, then E(v)=@, and thus 
(qv)+z(sD)) = A). 
It follows that Bfa~S(u); thus, E(u)#& and u q s”0 for some HE;N. Therefore, 
0fa = &“a, and it follows easily that 8-, Lf2af” a (or, possibly, if n = 1, 
ez,nff). 0 
In order to state the storage theorem for classical logic, we introduce a constant c in 
A-calculus. We define the head c-reduction on i-terms (notation >,) as the least 
reflexive and transitive binary relation on YI such that: 
0 (2xt)uul ...Uk>ct[u/x]U1 . ..u.; 
0 cuul . . . uk >C (u)ix(x)ul . . uk, x being a variable not in ul, . . . . uk. 
A subset 2” of /1 will be called c-saturated if tE!T, t’ >, t =z- t’sX. 
The %-constant c is declared to be of type VX(iiX+X). In this way, without 
changing the rules of construction of typed terms, we get typed terms in classical logic. 
WeWrite:X,:A,,...,X,:A,~~~:AinsteadofX,:A,,...,xk:Ak,c:~X(iiX~X)~~ 
t:A. 
A /i-model JZ will be called I-standard or classical if 1 I I./( is c-saturated, and ‘!R# 
is the set of all intersections of subsets of n of the form (X1, . . ..Xk+II./(. with kcN, 
s 1, . . . . ZCt^,zA (or, what amounts to the same thing, the set of all intersections of 
subsets of ,4 of the form I{tl}, . . . . {tk}+ll,,(, with kENi, tl, . ..) tkE/l). 
Lemma 4.5. Zf A! is a A-model which is I-standard, then c~lV’x(llX-+X)I,,~. 
Proof. We have to prove that c~Ill%+%l., for every %“^E!K~~. Let us suppose 
first that 3= I{tl>, . . . . {tk}+ll.M, with tl, . . . . tkEA. Then, we remark that 
Lx(x)tl . . . tkE Ii XI.4 (x being not free in tl, . . . , tk): indeed, for every tE%“, we have 
tt 1 . . . tkE 1 I I.#. But I I Iue is c-saturated, and, therefore, (%x(x)t, . . . tk) tE I I I_@. 
Now let t~lliXj~4; from what has just been proved, it follows that 
(t)Ax(x)t1 . . . tkE I I l,l. Since III,, is c-saturated, we get cttl...tkE I _L IA, that is ctE%‘. 
It follows that c~l~~?Z.“-+~~.~. 
Let now 3 be any element of %,#. Thus we have X= niEr2Z.“i, each %“i being of the 
form /{tl}, . . . . {tk}+I/,g. NOW, we know that CE/-I~%:+~;),,. If t~)~~%/.~~, 
then te I-IT!E~ IvR for all ill, since 2” E pi; therefore CtESi for each iE1, and it 
follows that ctgX, which is the desired result. 0 
Theorem 4.6 (First storage theorem for classical logic). 1fE8 T: 1 Int (n)-tl Znt*(n), 
and Ei z : 11 Znt (n) (n being an integer), then (5) (T) f>, $cw., for some substitution C, 
a, being the T-value of n. Furthermore, for any L-terms tl, . . . , tk, we have 
(t);lx Tfxtl . . . tk >cf:~u,.tl . . . t, for some substitution 0. 
Corollary 4.7. If I-:0: Int (n), then, for any kEN and t,, . . . . tkeA, we have 
Tf&,... tk >cj~%,.tl I.. tk for some substitution 0. 
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Indeed, if /-,C 8: Znt(n), then t-j T: ~1 Znt (n), with T =j_ggB (g being a variable 
which does not appear in 0), and we only have to apply Theorem 4.6. For k = 0, this 
gives Theorem 4.4 of [7]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We apply Theorem 4.1 (i), taking for M a I-standard model of 
6. We first set O= jJ_[,, = {tcA; t >, jh, for some substitution G}. From this 
definition of 0, it follows thatfE / Vul(T, n)+O(.,.. From Theorem 4.1, we deduce that 
TfEIZnt(n)+O(,, i.e. TfEJlZnt(n)l,, . However, by hypothesis, we have c: 
VX(-~lX+X)t,z:llZnt(n),and Lemma4SgivescrzjVX(i~X+X)I,, . From 
adequacy lemma, it follows that TE)-lZnt(n)l,, , and therefore (z)(7’)f~lIJ,+-=O, 
which is the first desired result. 
Now, we set Ill., ={t~n; t>Ejmn.tl . . . tk for some substitution C-J}, and 
0 = (tl}, . , { tk} -+ 1 _L 1, -. These definitions ensure that f~ I Vul (T, n)+O I ., , By 
Theorem 4.1, we obtain Tf~)Znt(n)+Ol,, By definition of 0, it follows that 
Ax Tfxt, . fk~ 11 Znt (n)l,, . . Again from Lemma 4.5 and adequacy lemma, we have 
(t)ix Tfxt, . . . fk~ 1 I I., , which gives the second part of the theorem. U 
In the following theorem, 4 (x) is a term of the language 9, the only free variable of 
which is x. Rg(4) is its range, i.e. the set of all g-terms which are z& 4(t), for some 
closed g-term t. 
Theorem 4.8 (Second storage theorem for classical logic). Zf k8 T:Vx[lZnt (x)-+ 
lZnt*(x)], and t-2 t: 3xZnt[4(x)], (4 (x) being a Y-term) then (7) (T) f >c jka, jbr 
some integer nERg(4) and some substitution 6, cc, being the T-value of n. Furthermore, 
for any /l-terms tl, . . . . tk we have (z)lxTfxtl . . . tk >c jk,,. tl . . . tk for some integer 
neRg(4) and some substitution CT. 
Proof. The proof is almost the same, and we only prove the first part. We apply 
Theorem 4.1 (ii), taking for ,V a I-standard model. We set 0 = I I I ., = {ten; t >, 
jlm,, for some integer nERg(d) and some substitution g}. From this definition of 0, 
it follows that fEIVx(Val[T,4(x)]-+O)J,, . From Theorem 4.1, we deduce that 
Tfc)Vx(Znt[q5(x)]+O)I,,- i.e. TfGIV x-~lnt [4(x)] I,, . Now, by hypothesis, we have 
I-; z: 3xZnt[c$(x)], that is t-J s:~~VxxZnt[cj(x)]. Again from Lemma 4.5 and 
adequacy lemma, it follows that (z) (T)fE II I., =O. 0 
Remark 4.9. If we take $(x)=x, this theorem suggests to represent the type of integers 
by the formula 3x Znt (x). And also, by taking $(x)=2x, for example, it suggests that 
we could define the type of even integers, by the formula 3x Znt (2x). 
Appendix: Proof of the adequacy lemma 
Let & be a ii-model. A valuation 6 in A! is a map defined on the set of variables of 
9, and such that: 6x~Y if x is a first-order variable; SX:Y8n+91x if X is a second- 
order variable of arity n. 
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If t is a Y-term, with variables x1, . . . . x,,,, we define &ET by 6t = 
t[Gxl/xI, . . ., 6x,/x,]. If A is a formula, possibly with parameters in 4, with free 
variables x1, . . ..x., X,, . . . . X,, and 6 is a valuation in A, then SA is defined as the 
closed formula A[GxJx,, . . ,13x,/x,, 6X1/X1, . . ,6X,/X,] (with parameters in A). 
We now prove the 
Theorem A.l. If x1 : A,, . . . . xk: A, I-J t: A and 6 is a valuation in J2, then, for every 
u~~l~A,l,,,..., ULEI~A~I.~, we have tCu~lx~,...,~~I~~I~l~Al,~. 
The adequacy lemma is the particular case of this theorem when AI, . . . . Ak, A are 
closed formulas of 9. 
Proof. Let x1 : A,, . . . . xk: Ak Ed t : A be a typed term, 6 a valuation in A, and 
~IEIGA,I~~~,..., t&El&&l_&. We prove that t[ul/xl, ...,u~/x~]E~~AI.~ by induction On 
the length of the derivation of x1. A,,...,x,:A,l-,t:A.Letuslookattheruleusedin 
the last step: 
If it is rule 1, we have t = xi and A = Ai (1~ i < k). Then the result is trivial. 
If it is rule 2, we have t E2x.r and A=B+C; the previous step gave 
x1 : AI, . . . , xk : Ak x : Sk, T : C. By the induction hypothesis, if UE I6BI &, we have: 
rCu1lx1, ..., uk/xk, U/X]E I6cI ,#. ShCC Idc(,& iS a saturated set, We get: 
(hx[ul/xl, . ..) uk/xk])uEj6CI_#, i.e. t[uI/xI, . . . . uk/xk]uE \SCl,,. Since this is true for 
eVery UE1dBIvJt, We get t[ul/Xl,...,Uk/Xk]E(~B’SCI.U=(~Al.I. 
If it is rule 3, we have t = VW and preViOUs steps gave x1 : AI,. . . , xk : Ak F8 v : B-+A 
and Xl:A,,...,Xk:Akk8W:B. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
u[%/xi, . . ..nk/Xk]E/~B+~AI.# and WCUllX1, ...> uk/xk] E / 6BI .4(. Therefore, 
(VW)[%/Xi, . . ..Uk/Xk]~lfiAl.I. i.e. t[u,/xl, ~~~,~k/xk]~l~Ala’d. 
If it is rule 4, we have A=B[v/x], v being a Y-term. The previous step gave x1: 
A ,,...,xk:Akt-~t:tlxB. BY the induction hypothesis, we have 
rCu,lx,, ..., nk/&]EI8(VxB)\./[. However, ~(B[v/x])=6B[Gv/x], and therefore 
lG(VxB)I,,c ~~(B[v/x])I.~. It follows that t[u,/x I, . . ..Uk/XkI~(~(B(Iv/X1)I./L=l~Al~~~. 
If it is rule 5, we have A- VxB, and the previous step gave x1 : A,, . . . , xk : Ak kJ t : B, 
x not being free in A 1, . , Ak. Let VET, and 6’ be the valuation identical with 6, except 
on x, and such that 6’~ = v. Since x is not free in A,, . . . , Ak, we have 6Ai = 6’Ai, and 
therefore uie lG’Ai(_u. By the induction hypothesis applied with 8, we get 
tCu,lx1, ...> Uk/xk]E \c?‘B/,~ = 16(B[v/x])l.~. Since this is true for each VET, we obtain 
t[U1/xl, ...,uk/xk]EnuGy lWC~lxl)l./(= lW”xWl.x= I6AI,.. 
If it is rule 6, we have AS B[ F/XyI . . y,], and the previous derivation step 
gave xI:A,, . . . . xk : ,‘& i-6 t :v’XB. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
rCullx1, ..‘, Uk/Xk]EI(vxB)I,R=n{s(~[~/x]); @:%wd. 
By the following lemma, we have 16(B [F/Xy, . . . ~,lh= IWJCWXI)IA for SOme 
@() : q+%“,. It follows that l 6(VXB)l~I(c lG(B[F/Xy, ...y,])l,x= (6AIdu. Thus 
tCur/xr, ..., Uk/XklEl~Al./L. 
If it is rule 7, we have A =VXB, and the previous derivation step gave 
xl:A1 ,..., x~:A~I-~ t:B,XnotbeingfreeinA, ,..., A,.Let @:Fi+%,,,nbeingthe 
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arity of X, and let 6’ be the valuation identical with 6, except on X, and such that 
8X = @. Since X is not free in Al, . . . . Ak, we have 16Ail,/L= ISfAil,&, and therefore 
UiEld’Ail.,. 
By the induction hypothesis, we get t[u,/xl, . . . . kJ&l~I~‘~I.~= IWC@/XI)l.,. 
Since this is true for every @, we get tC4lx,, . ..r4iId~ 
(--j{IwC@lxl)l.f?;@:~ +-%,I= lWJ~)I = I~4,41. 
If it is rule 8, we have A =B[u/x], and the previous derivation step gave 
x1: Al, . . . . xk: Ak t-8 t: B[u/x], u and v being T-terms such that d I- u=u. By the 
induction hypothesis, we have t[ul lx,, . . . , uk/xk]~ IB[u/x] l.x. But u e4 u, and there- 
fore ~B[u/x]~.~= lB[~/x]l,~~= IAI.M. Hence the result. 0 
Lemma A.2. Let B and F be formulas of 9, possibly with parameters in JZ, and 
6 a ualuation in ~2’. Then 16(B[F/Xy,...y,])l,,~= jS(B[@o/X])l.Jt, where @o:Yi+‘Jz, 
is dejined by Qo(tl, . . . , t,J= lWCt,ly,, ...,t,ly,l)I.Kfo~ every tl, . . ..t.E%. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the formula B. If B is atomic, the only non-trivial 
case is BEXV,...~,, vl, ,.., v, being 2’-terms. Then 
I~(BCF/XY~...Y,I)I,/,= l~(FC~,/~,,...,~,l~,l)l., 
= l~(FC~o,/x,> ~..>b,/~nl)l,, 
=@()@vl, . ..) 6v,)=6(@&,, . . ..zj.)). 
If B=E+B”, the result follows immediately from the induction hypothesis. 
If B=VxxB’, we may assume that the first-order variable x does not appear in F. 
Then 
I~(BCF/XY,...Y,I)I..= ntEF I~WY~...Y~~ Wl)h 
= nlET IWWxl CF/XY~...Y~I)I.R 
=n,E~~6~~‘~t/xl~~~/~~)~.K 
(by the induction hypothesis)= nf,, IS(B’[QO/X] [t/~])(,~ = IS(VxB’[@,/X])/., = 
I~(~C@,/Xl)I,4. 
If B 3 V YB’, Y being a second-order variable of arity p, (we may assume it does not 
appear in F) then: 
I~(BCF/XY,...Y,I)I,.= n ~CFIXY~...Y,I CY/YI)I.L u/:p%j 
=n ~~~(~‘C~/~ICF/~Y~...Y,~)I,~; ~:=qQ%I 
=n www7 c~I)I.~~; wp~_d 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
=n ~C~XI CY/YI)I.~ Y:~:+~~Io 
= IwXB’C@o/X1)I.,= lwC@o/XI)l.,. 0 
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